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Abstract"

Activities are defined which constitute a functional check of a

telescoping transfer pump (TTP). This report is written to the
Procedures group of HLW and particularly applies to those TTP's
which are the sole means of emergency transfer from a HLW waste
tank. These tanks are identified in WSRC-TR-94-645.
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INTRODI,JCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide the Engineering Criteria to
perform functional checks of Telescoping Transfer Pumps which are
also serving to perform emergency transfer capability from High
Level Waste tanks.

BACKGROUND

WSRC-TR-93-645 evaluated the ability of the equipment in HLW
waste tanks to meet the requirements for emergency transfer as
specified in Technical Standard DPSTS-241-1.01. Most tanks have
transfer jets for emergency transfer. Six tanks rely on telescoping
transfer pumps. One pump has not been operated since about 1985,
others were last used in 1987, 1989, and 1992. Two pumps are more
recently installed but have not been operated. A need was identified
to perform periodic functional checks on these pumps to assure their
ability to serve as emergency transfer equipment.

DISCUSSION

The pumps are all Hazelton Model 2 1/2" AN Special VSB
manufactured by Barrett Haentjens Co. of Hazelton, Pennsylvania.
They are vertical, line shaft, single stage centrifugal pumps with top
mounted motor and water filled column. They have a discharge pipe
separate from the column with a packing gland which allows the
discharge pipe to telescope and the pump to be adjusted within
limits relative to the tank bottom. They were installed for waste
removal or more recently for transfer of processed waste. Most have
variable frequency drives and can operate up to 2265 rpm. The
design point is 100 gpm at 215 ft. of head. They require a supply of
bearing water for the water filled column to lubricate and cool the

graphite sleeve bearings. The earliest pumps had only a clearance
type seal at the bottom of the column and consumed roughly 2 gpm
when the column was filled. The present pumps have mechanical
seals and should consume only about 300 ml/min, on the top
packing. A schematic of the pump is shown in Figure 1.
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When slurry pumps (mixer pumps) were equipped with bottom seals
and top packing, tile result was contaminated column water and
ultimately contamination of the pump and tank tops by migration up
the column and leakage at the packing. This problem was not
believed to exist in TTP's because of design differences in the seal
and column. However recent surveys have found contamination on
TTP tops from undetermined sources. Because of these concerns and
uncertainties, work around the TTP's, particularly maintenance
activities, should be performed as if the column water were
contaminated until proven otherwise.

The philosophy for performing a functional check is to first check the
components and auxiliary systems and then to check the "pump by
actually performing a transfer of sufficient quantity to allow a
determination that the transfer occurred. Should circumstances exist

where an actual transfer is not justified, the checkout of components
up to the point of actually transferring product could be considered a
functional check with management and engineering approval. The
probability of a pump not functioning if all components and systems
are funtional is extremely low.

RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to provide the Engineering Criteria to
the HLW Procedures group to enable procedures to be written for
executing functional checks on individual tanks.

Summary:
1-Perform functional check annually
2-Individually check pump components and auxiliary systems
3-Perform selected maintenance seven year cycle
4-Run pump and transfer if possible.

Details:

To assure reliability of the pump and its auxiliary systems it is
recommended that functional checks be performed annually. The
activities listed below in groups 1 through 4 are component or
auxiliary system checks. Group 5 is a pump check. Group 6 is a
shutdown check with review for potential problems or procedure
upgrade.
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I-Drives, motor, and coupling.

A-Inspect and check out the electrical drives.
B-Verify electrical connections.
C-Meg motor
D-Verify correct motor rotation with coupling disconnected.
E-Verify speed control is functional is so equipped.
F-Take vibration measurements-motor only. Measure and record two
axes on upper and lower motor bearings and one axial measurement.
Limit-0.1 in/see velocity. If over 0.1 in/see velocity, contact
engineering for guidance.
G-If over seven years since motor overhaul, send motor to motor
shop for replacement of bearing grease and motor overhaul if
needed.

H-Inspect rubber coupling inserts for deterioration and cracks. If
cracked or if over seven years old, replace inserts.

i

2-Bearing water system.

A-Inspect bearing water tank for cleanliness and bacterial growth. If
needed, perform cleaning and flush of lines.
B-Replace bearing water filters.
C-Fill tank and verify operability of both flowmeters.
D-Fill column and estimate amount of water required by using
difference in tank level and record data.

E-Record steady state column water usage rate using flowmeter. If
flow exceeds meter limit, contact engineering for guidance. All
installed pumps should have bottom mechanical seals and the flow
rate should be roughly 300 ml/min. Record and discuss the flow rate
with engineering.
F-Observe the top packing leak. Treat the packing leak as if it were
contaminated. Have the packing leak surveyed and record and
discuss results with engineering. If the packing leak is more than a
very small stream, remove pressure from column and discuss with
engineering. Packing replacement may be necessary. If packing
replacement is needed refer to Procedure HLWM 15200 (revision
may be aeeded if packing replacement is not included)
G-Check tightness of all bearing water fittings. Do not overtighten.
Record findings. Treat surfaces as contaminated.
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i

3-Piping, valves, and jumpers.

A-Follow applicable transfer procedures for piping alignment.
B-Verify that the pump discharge valve and the two flush valves are
operable and show no signs of external leakage, If the valves are not
operable, replacement of seals or valve components may be
necessary. Contact engineering for guidance and instructions for
repair.
C-Connect flush water to the flush valve on the pump side of the
pump discharge valve and flush approximately 100 gallons of water
through pump to verify piping and casing is open. Discharge valve is
to be closed.

D-Inspect discharge connector for signs of leakage. Replacement of
discharge connector gasket may be necessary. Contact engineering
for guidance.

4-Thrust bearing, shaft, and impeller.

A-With coupling disconnected, rotate shaft by hand from top
coupling and observe for free rotation and freedom from
interference or internal scrubbing. Note: Added force up to about 80
ft-lbs, torque (estimated) may be needed to start initial rotation. Be
alert for increased packing flow when rotated. Treat the coupling and
other surfaces and the water as if it were contaminated.

B-If thrust bearing grease is over seven years old, remove and clean
thrust bearing, inspect bearing for spots or wear, and replace grease.
If bearing shows damage, replace bearing also. Follow procedure in
applicable BPF and applicable steps in HLWM 15206 for motor
removal.

B-Set the impeller clearance at 0.035" following the applicable steps
in procedure HLWM 15206.
C-Align motor to pump following applicable steps in HLWM 15206.
D-Connect coupling
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A

5-Pump operation.

A-Follow applicable operating procedures for the specific tank.
B-Do not operate pump against a closed valve. If no transfer
is possible for administrative reasons, then the steps taken
to this point may be accepted as the functional check out
with management and engineering approval.
C-If a transfer can be made, then transfer about 1000 gallons and
verify transfer via tank level changes. This will be about a 10 min.
transfer.

D-Record two-axis vibration at upper and lower motor bearings and
thrust bearing and an axial reading. Note possible time limitation.
E-Note pacXing leakage during operation. If excessive (more than a
very small stream), record observation and discuss with engineering.
It will not be possible to make a packing adjustment during a short
run, but plans for future maintenance should be developed. Treat the
water and surfaces as contaminated.

6-Post operation inspection and evaluation.

A-After shutdown, inspect the discharge connector in the riser and
the discharge valve and two flush valves for signs of leakage. If
leakage is indicated, notify engineering. Replacement of discharge
connector gasket may be needed. Contact engineering for guidance.
B-Secure the drives and bearing water per operating procedures.
C-Close the discharge valve, flush the pump with about 100 gallons
of water and flush the transfer line with the amount specified by the
system cognizant engineer.
D-Review the functional check with the cognizant system engineer
and the HLWE pump technical resource (Sharpe)

CONCLUSIONS

The activities described in this report and the documents listed in
Reference 1 are the basis for procedures to perform functional
checks of telescoping transfer pumps.
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